16th january 2017

Notebook 3.1 – Service to Self, Service to the Other and their
rapport with money

!

To approach this subject we must first clarify a fundamental question: Why have we
attributed a negative and positive polarity to the STS consciousness ?

We have now understood that the world of service to self is ruled by two forms of energy
that contrast in human consciousness.
We have defined them as Luciferian energies (demons, the false light, positive STS)
opposed to the ahrimanian energies of Satan (the shadows, negative STS). Both of them,
by their extreme game (which we will develop upon in the notebook dedicated to
psychopathy), have the mission to set off the alarm that will ring for the awakening of the
human being.
The human profoundly asleep since thousands of years and ignoring the reality of the
universe that surrounds him, will start to react. He will come around to opening his eyes
and discover with stupor, the extent of the perversion that reigns on planet earth. But what
will be the most difficult to accept, is that he himself (like each one of us) is responsible,
precisely because he allows himself to sleep and that even if he believes himself to be
spiritually awake, he continues to sleep.
For man was placed on earth by “planner forces” to be the conserver of the universal
genetic bank that it represents and it is the “Service to Self – STS powers” that forced him
by trickery to forget his mission.
The two forms of “Service to Self-STS” energy govern the totality of planet earth and to
control it, both evidently use the “money god” and the erroneous perception that we have
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of time. This being simply because in some ways their role is to maintain man in the
illusion for as long as possible.
Money is the best way of controlling the human psyche as is artificially generating the fear
of lacking. It belongs to the satanic world, which uses money-economy as a motor for
wars, crimes, violence, corruption…, and inevitably comes into play in the unfolding of life
on earth because it divides man.
In the other STS camp money is also the means par excellence of comforting us in the
illusion. It behaves like a sort of sleeping pill that somewhat prolongs the game of duality in
letting us believe that we are awake. Practically the totality of all New Age gurus, wellbeing therapists, hypno-therapists, psychologists, teachers and searchers of truth,
have fallen into the trap set in place by luciferian energy. For all of them, without
exception, have without realizing for one moment, stayed corrupted, under the
luciferian influence of the “money god”, who is an agent of the STS corpus.
The true awakening will not take place in our sphere of 3rd dimensional reality. We will
only understand when we will have reached the 4th density in Service of the Other,
which itself is not in the least bit ruled by any sort of economy. The creator power of the
human being is almost completely unlimited, because absolutely no notion of time nor
energetic cost will intervene in the process of creation.
For the moment in the best case and only for certain of us, we have just started to very
distantly approach the 4th dimension of STO consciousness with “lucidity”. Because those
who believe themselves to be awake and who “teach their awakening” for any kind of
compensation, return undeniably back to a Service to Self plan, and are absolutely not
awake and in Service of the Other. This is because they have still not understood that in a
“Service to Other-STO” reality, asking for compensation of any sort does not exist at all
and even less, for financial compensation.
True Service to the Other, such as it is taught by the Kadistu planners (and the
people of Sirius), consists uniquely in offering, making available and also never
interfering in the free will or the progression of the other, if the latter does not
expressly ask.
A therapist, energetician, or hypnotherapist, even with his best intentions, is therefore not
oriented STO. In the best of cases, he is part of the sphere of (luciferian) light bearers and
therefore STS +.
Lucifer, the devil (“he who separates”, who creates the illusion of duality) divides humanity
in creating hierarchy in our relationships with others, through the use of money. Beyond
the principle of exchange that is operative in the human dimension, money has become a
vile way of measuring the “faultiness” of our creator power.
Symbolically when we “buy” something from someone, we allow our own creator energy to
be “stolen”. By selling, we take energy from the other, money being densified energy in a
manner of speaking, and that which is densified has a hard time moving around or
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circulating. Money that doesn’t circulate anymore therefore becomes “economy”. This is
the problem of our current society, which hoards, amasses, economizes and stocks from
fear of lacking! (See le dialogue n°25 on this subject).
In the 4th dimension of STO consciousness, the exchanges of knowledge between people
take place only through “offering”, a pure giving of Oneself, which cannot be remunerated.
When there is a sincere demand by a truth-seeker and because he knows that this will
only send him back a “reflection of his own experience proposed by another Self”, the
individual on his STO path, simply proposes his evidence without expecting any sort of
return. This is what we call a “sharing”.

The STO dimension is composed of consciousness’s that are centered exclusively in
Service of the Other and in service of the Unity of souls. Under no circumstances are
energy bribes or the buying off of one another “authorized”.
This density that is more elevated than our current human dimension will be based
uniquely on a concept of exchange of creator energy between consenting souls. This
energy will be of an inventive or creative type and will have no relationship with any type of
money-energy exchange.
This notion of non-duality should be simple enough to understand for those who are
oriented STO. In the 4th dimension STO, no one will think of stealing the energy of others
or paying another in exchange for something and even less in exchange for Knowledge.
In our current society practically the totality of human relationships are ruled by money.
When an individual persists in one of the relevant roles of the perpetrator-victim-savior
triad, he automatically brings an unconscious energetic hold into play, either by asking or
offering for recompense, whether it be through money or an exchange of service.
On top of that, earning money and earning one’s life are based on a single problematic,
the rapport or the dependence that we have in relation to time. The political and social
world search for solutions to the problem that obsesses them: the economy.
Time and money are profoundly intertwined. Do we not say moreover that time is money?
This so-called “economy” is based on a principle that has become practically universal,
which is to take what we cannot create, make or produce ourselves, from the other. This is
the main criteria for defining the consciousness of Service to Self in the 3rd dimension. This
type of world where we take from the other is not a world of creators but rather the very
same archetype of a world populated by STS parasites who are always “rushing” against
the race with time. A STS consciousness is practically incapable of fully enjoying the
present moment.
The term “economy” as the word indicates itself, signals a held-back energetic flux,
trapped in the “space-time” cycle of reincarnations.
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The antonym of the word economy is: abundance or prosperity. Therefore using money in
exchange for knowledge, idea’s or competences is nothing but pure conditioning of the
STS matrix. Evidently, because humanity in its entirety is bathed in a world conditioned by
STS customs, how can we manage the flux of money in order that our behavior starts
corresponding with the Service to the Other consciousness.
The response is without doubt in becoming creator of our own prosperity. (We will define
our ideas precisely on this subject in a notebook dedicated to the information and the
creation of this reality).
Becoming truly creator of a prosperous reality is motivated by very profound psychological
mechanisms and has strictly nothing to do with the simple fact of “knowing theoretically”
that we are creator Beings. However we have come to the conclusion that the liberty of
being and in this case prosperity, are built in each moment as we gradually become
conscious of ourselves, of our true Being and our environment (and not the illusion that
surrounds it). It is in this manner that we rid ourselves little by little of constraints and the
inertia that prevent us from becoming creator of this prosperity.
Observe that among the synonyms (in French) of the word prosperity, we note the words:
benediction, grace, abundance, luck, happiness…, of which none can be exchanged for
money.
Does this signify that prosperity is not in the least bit linked to the flux of money and the
economy?
The real meaning of the words “prosperity” or “abundance” imply attracting to oneself at
exactly the right time and at the right moment, everything that we need without giving rise
to any kind of hoarding. Asking for any amount from someone for whatever reason
there may be, simply signifies that we confuse money with prosperity. This type of
behavior has nothing to do with a “Service to other-STO” behavior.
This form of abundance, opposed to the economic system of money with no implication of
a monetary system was symbolized in the writings of the parable where the manna falls
from the sky during the flight of the Hebrews from Egypt.
How should we therefore understand the parable of manna?
Every human being on the path towards a “Service to Other-STO” future should be
capable of generating his own prosperity, which let us again be reminded, has absolutely
no relationship with any need for money, which therefore inevitably generates beliefs that
oblige us to fall back on the money of the exchange system that belongs to the matrix of
the STS system.
To be perfectly clear, we are still speaking of our own experiences.
The readers that follow our adventures have perhaps been able to notice that we don’t
ever request any money for the offer of unrestricted access to our Dialogues and evidently
the “teaching” that they offer in any given manner.
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Given that we ourselves still have a foot in the STS world and that the “money-god” will
continue to reign while we are here, we have chosen to simply propose a “donation” button
on the site. But because the other foot is resolutely directed towards the service of the
other, we have learned how to generate our own prosperity.

How do we do this?
The first step was detecting and unraveling the karmic background that held us back in the
matrix of the 3rd density (see for example l'appel du pays Cathare).
We then learned to familiarize ourselves with the world of predators to master our fears
and tame our own “demons”. For the latter, developed all possible scenarios in order to
induce reactions of anxiety, lack, fear, anger and sadness… emotional occurrences that
finally we found were lurking in the deepest core of our subconscious in the form of a
multitude of suppressed emotions.
To follow that, we compelled ourselves to follow intermittent fasts and a ketogenic diet,
which detoxified our neuronal system and incontestably improved and developed the white
matter in our brains. This process lastly contributed to improving our connection to our
higher Selves.
We then compelled ourselves to uncover the numerous games of power-holds on the
other and to follow a few principles based on the ethic of the Service to the Other.
The first step was to let go of all possible material possessions. We are no longer owners
of our lodgment, nor of our furniture and no longer possess any sort of companion animal
…(See “Service to Self & Service to the Other " - diag n°36)
Concerning the rapport with money; we have understood that the Service to the Other
implies never imposing, asking, nor even proposing any kind of price or tariff for any
of our services or our work.
The money that we use to live in society does not come to us through any form of
transaction between one individual to another (energetic cost), but simply through offering
our learning of Knowledge through our life experiences to the collectivity, and for this we
are remunerated in return through the minimal social benefit of the RSA. To complement
that, some donations coming from our readers contribute towards paying the costs of
website management and our movements in the context of our LEO network meetings.
This mode of functioning, without energetic hoarding, is practically impossible to conceive
or accept for a Service to Self consciousness but seems much more adequate to us in our
wish to learn to progress in Service of the Other. As several of our readers have brought to
our attention, our engagement in diffusing our experiences would show itself to be a work
of public utility and should be rewarded as such. The dialogues that we have written since
5 years are graciously published on the net and are available without reservation for each
and every one, at any moment. (We are now currently at more than 1000 A4 pages).
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In the same way, the filmed meetings are never organized by us. They are therefore never
lucrative and are simply motivated by a need to share our experiences with others in order
to increase Knowledge. Thus, those who feel moved by a reciprocated need to share are
free to invite us to share in group discussions.
As we have expressed on multiple occasions, we know that the STO consciousness is
cultivated and expands, thanks to this type of meeting. They are a wonderful way to truly
share our life experiences, not like most of the “teachers” do, by asking money in return for
the exchanges, in order to “fill their pockets”, but to confront our opinions and mutually
enrich each other with our own ideas and knowledge.
Because it is only in this way, when working or exchanging in a group, that’s to say when
we open our minds together, that “the dark energy” (weak nuclear energy, true love), the
carrier and generator of “the information of true prosperity”, flows into the white matter of
the brain and participates in imagining the unimaginable.
We are verifying this more and more; abundance and prosperity are now part of our daily
life and we have no need to measure that with “the value of money” to see it manifesting in
our reality!
The difference between the work proposed by an agent or a STS group and that
proposed by those in “Service of the Other” is enormous.
We invite you therefore to search the net, observe and use your discernment to note the
incredible number of therapists, psychologists, teachers, scientists, and STS searchers of
all sorts, who display the price of their workshops or services that they propose.
Even if they find all the excuses to affirm that any exchange must have a price or an
“energetic compensation”, this type of belief obviously denotes nothing but an STS
consciousness which has not yet truly understood the principles of the circulation
of energy in the universe, nor understood the magical and mysterious role of dark
energy (the feminine), which is precisely itself generator of Knowledge and
therefore implicitly prosperity.
We underline again that this dark energy, also named weak nuclear energy, is the key for a
prosperous future that will take form for all individuals who have developed their
consciousness and maintained their will-power in order to reach the awakening into the 4th
density STO.
But for the moment, as we are able to observe, important tensions reign on our planet. In
truth, the alleged economical problem is not truly linked to money. And there we converge
with Giuliana Conforto who claims also, that economy is simply a type of cultural illness
and as she highlights, it concerns happiness.
Being that another antonym for happiness is the word economy, we can see that as long
as we remain in the 3rd dimensional consciousness of the reptilian matrix, by believing in
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economy and restriction, our consciousness cannot find its full creator potential as it is
parasitized by a predatory intelligence.
As we now know, “the Wave” has started tapping into man’s consciousness. Indeed, the
consciousness creates gravitation, which then modifies his awareness. This modification is
due to the penetration of this “dark and obscure” energy, which is in the process of
accelerating the expansion of consciousness and in that way, all consciousnesses of our
universe.
The dark or weak nuclear energy remains a mystery to science. But it is no longer as such
for those who question themselves on the foundations at the origin of habitual beliefs
concerning matter, time and space.
Time has a hold on man due to the alteration of our DNA operated by the STS predator
corpus (the egregor of human consciousness of our reptilian past). We also know that time
is money and not only that, it is also debt. Are interests not calculated over a duration of
time?
Giuliana Conforto explains that the “connection” between time, money and debt is not a
“reality” of nature. It is a bluff of the human mind that does not question itself on the
meaning of reality and does not know how to respond to the question: “What is time?”
Is time money or is money time?
The response to this question is therefore only to disturb the STS mind. For neither one
nor the other question possess any form of importance for an STO mind. Why? The
response can perhaps be found in the progress in the field of epigenetics, in the mutation
of the human gene that is taking place… Let us think about it!

Sand & Jenaël
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